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Report Purpose

This report presents findings from a comparative analysis of media coverage across Australia for three 
2019 protests: Extinction Rebellion’s Rebellion Week (October 2019), School Strike for Climate 
(September 2019) and Stop Adani (2017-2019). The purpose of this analysis was to identify the 
coverage generated by Rebellion Week and SS4C and assess whether media coverage differed in its 
focus and sentiment between the two campaigns. These findings were then compared with the longer 
term coverage on the Stop Adani campaign.  

Research Questions



Coverage
Q1: What coverage was generated during Rebellion week and the Climate Strike, and which State generated the most media attention?

Extinction Rebellion

These graphs compare the media coverage frequency by State over the 10 day period for each group. For both datasets the majority of coverage 
was generated in New South Wales, with the least coverage generated in ACT and the Northern Territory. 

School Strike for Climate    

NOTE: most media is syndicated widely around Australia. For the purposes of this analysis all media were assigned a single unique geographic area (e.g. ‘Australia’, or 
‘Queensland’). While NSW had the greatest number of single media hits, many of these stories may have been syndicated from a national source.



Topics
Q2a: What were the most common headlines?

Extinction Rebellion School Strike for Climate    

These tables rank the most common headlines along with their average reach (which is an indicative measure of readership). The average frequency of positive emotions 
words used across those articles is indicated by the shading: a darker colour indicates a higher proportion of positive emotion words in each 100 words of text. 

Both the article most frequently syndicated and the article with the greatest reach concerned Extinction Rebellion protest. The most common article (syndicated 185 times) 
reported on fast-tracking of protest devices in Queensland in response to Extinction Rebellion protest. The article with the highest coverage reported on Canberra 
Extinction Rebellion protesters blocking traffic (312,377 reach).

NOTE: Positive emotion words are included on these tables to highlight the challenge of measuring sentiment. In further slides the high proportion of negative sentiment XR articles contrasts 
with these positive emotion frequencies. This is due to the possibility that articles can be simultaneously positive about the activity (e.g. protests) while negative about the climate crisis..



Topics
Q2b: What were the most common topics?

Extinction Rebellion School Strike for Climate    

NOTE: media bias was identified through data obtained from politico, and has some 
methodological limitations. Only larger networks were covered. Much of the XR coverage 
came from regional media outlets of which their bias was not available to the author.

These tables demonstrate the coverage obtained on each 
topic across States. The size of the box refers to the number 

of media hits generated on that topic in that particular 
location. The smaller tables refer to the number of media hits 
generated from sources with a known bias in different States.

The most common Extinction Rebellion topic was general 
protest news, followed by arrest news and commentary, 

predominantly by media that leans right. The most common 
SS4C topic was Strike news followed by strikers voices, also 

predominantly by media that leans right.



Extinction Rebellion School Strike for Climate    
Topics

Q2c: What were the most common media sources?

NOTE: Only media sources generating above 77 media hits for XR, and 15 media hits for SS4C are included here.

These tables rank the total number of media hits by source across the 
different State based media and national media. The darker the colour, the 
greater the number of media hits (as identified by numbers in each box)



Media Reach
Q3a: What topics had the greatest media reach and what sentiments were conveyed?Extinction Rebellion

School Strike for Climate    

These graphs compare the topics (in 
print media only for both datasets) in 

three dimensions; 1, their average 
media reach (length of bars); 2, their 
sentiment (width of bar); and 3, the 

accumulated anger words used in the 
media text. 

XR received far more negative 
sentiment, and more accumulated 
anger words. SS4C received more 

neutral coverage, particularly from 
media conveying voices from the SS4C 

constituents/organisers.



Media Reach: Extinction Rebellion
Q3b: How did reach and sentiment differ across Australia?

Maps are of XR ‘anger’ words and average media reach (on the left) and ‘positive emotion’ words and average reach (on the right). The size of the bubble refers to the frequency of 
anger or positive words. The colour of the bubble refers to the average reach of all combined media hits in that State. 

Coverage of XR had the greatest reach in NSW, and also had the greatest rating of ‘anger’ words. Coverage in the NT, SA and WA included far fewer ‘anger’ words than NSW. Both 
Victoria and NSW coverage had a high proportion of ‘position emotion’ words, while NSW had the greatest reach. 

NOTE: An unfixable glitch in the software resulted in the ‘anger’ word graph referred to the sum of anger words in all media hits, whereas the ‘positive emotion’ words refer to an average of 
positive emotion word frequency within all media hits. This does not affect the ability to compare within each map.

Extinction Rebellion and 
‘anger’ words

Extinction Rebellion and 
‘positive emotion’ words



Extinction Rebellion

NOTE: Sentiment measurements result in each individual article categorised as either negative, neutral or positive sentiment. Please refer to Appendix 1 for a discussion of the 
limitations of this sentiment measure. The size of the bubbles indicate the average reach of that media source. 

Media Bias
Q4a: What was the influence of media bias on sentiment?

School Strike for Climate    

Negative coverage of Extinction Rebellion was communicated primarily by News.com.au, followed by the Herald Sun, The Sydney Morning Herald and 
ABC News. However, The Sydney Morning Herald and ABC News also communicated a large volume of neutral coverage on SS4C, as did SBS.



Extinction Rebellion

School Strike for Climate    

These graphs indicate the number of media print and broadcast hits each day, split by sentiment. For XR (top graph) right leaning media, followed by centre/no bias 
media produced the most media hits on the 8th October.  For SS4C the most coverage was generated by centre/no bias media, of negative sentiment, on 20th Sept. 

Media Bias
Q4b: What was the influence of media bias on sentiment over 

time?

NOTE: Words associated with the negative impact of climate change, or reasons for protesting, can result in a skew towards negative sentiment despite conveying an accurate and fair 
message about the climate crisis. It is perhaps more likely that ‘center’ (i.e. neutral) media may convey negative sentiment about climate, whereas ‘leans/partisan right’ media may convey 
negative sentiment about climate activism. This would require manual sentiment analysis to test. See Appendix 1 for more detail.



Extinction Rebellion Stop Adani

Leximancer software identifies key themes within text corpus. The location of the bubble represents the centrality of words within a theme across the entire text. The larger the bubble, the more prevalent words 
associated with that theme are within the text. The closeness of each bubble represents how closely words in a particular theme are linked to words in different themes. 

XR themes related strongly to ‘climate’, as well as ‘protesters’, ‘police’ and ‘government’. Conversely, while SS4C coverage focused on ‘climate’, it also equally included the themes of ‘students’, ‘environmental’ 
and ‘kids’. This demonstrates that both XR and SS4C coverage communicated the issue of climate change. Stop Adani media focused on the themes of ‘Adani’, ‘Queensland’, ‘Australia’ and ‘coal’, slightly more 
than the theme of ‘climate’. 

Themes
Q5a: What were the key themes the media focused on?

School Strike for Climate    

NOTE: lines within the bubbles represent connections between particular words. These are available to view as a Gaussian network diagram in the full Leximancer output reports. 



XR
SS4C Stop Adani

Theme: climate
Concepts: climate, change, Extinction 
Rebellion, protests, protest, activists, action, 
group, week, emergency, Sydney, movement, 
down, take, Melbourne, governments, major, 
disruption, activist
Hits: 5317

Theme: protesters
Concepts: protesters, police, people, arrested, 
traffic, city, during, bail, conditions, road
Hits: 3913

Theme: government
Concepts: government, Australia, world, global, 
civil, emissions
Hits: 1707

Theme (5th): Police
Concepts: Police, Brisbane, morning
Hits: 937

Theme: climate
Concepts: climate, change, action, strike, world, 
global, take, Greta Thunberg, Swedish, 
movement, leaders, taking
Hits: 4156

Theme: students
Concepts: students, student, Climate, support, 
year, day, thousands
Hits: 2419

Theme (4th): environmental
Concepts: environmental, future, children, 
politicians
Hits: 1492. 

Theme (5th): Australia
Concepts: Australia, coal, workers, energy, gas, 
including, fossil
Hits: 1443. 

Theme: ADANI
Concepts: ADANI, mine, project, jobs, line, rail, 
Carmichael, Adani’s, loan, plan, environmental, 
work, decision
Hits: 30318

Theme: coal
Concepts: coal, mining, billion, year, company, 
projects, million
Hits: 18209

Theme: Queensland
Concepts: Queensland, government, federal, 
support, week, including, regional, saying
Hits: 16595

Theme: Australia
Concepts: Australia, energy, power, industry, 
emissions, future
Hits: 12253

NOTE: Leximancer analysis was undertaken only on print media text, not broadcast. This was due to the high frequency of non-related conversation on broadcast media, 
and errors in the audio transcription process. Theme 4 of XR and Theme 3 for SS4C were removed as they represented redundant words (e.g. ‘including’, ‘along’).

Themes
Q5a continued: What were the key themes the media focused on?



Extinction Rebellion

These graphs map each of the themes from the bubbles above according to the 
strength of sentiment (y axis) and frequency (x axis) across the full text dataset. 

Unfavourable coverage of XR protests were substantially more prevalent than 
favourable coverage, unlike coverage of the SS4C protest.

Themes
Q5b: What was the sentiment associated with these themes? School Strike for Climate    

NOTE: this measure of favourable and unfavourable sentiment is calculated through a proprietary algorithm in Leximancer software. Unfavourable sentiment is recorded when 
words are more likely to be associated with negative language, and vice versa.



Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) is software which counts frequency of words associated with a certain concept. Each concept has 5-100 words 
associated with it. Text is run through the software and then calculates the total proportion of references to all words in a specific category. The green line 
represents an average use of words across 250,000 documents from varying genres to use as a comparison value. 

XR coverage had the highest use of ‘anger’ and ‘negative emotion’ words, while SS4C coverage had the highest number of ‘we’, ‘they’, ‘position emotion’ and 
‘death’ words. Stop Adani had the highest use of ‘achievement’, ‘anxiety’, ‘power’, ‘risk’ and ‘money’ awards. SS4C coverage focused on ‘climate’ more than XR 
or Stop Adani, as well as ‘youth’. All three protests generated similar use of words conveying negative stereotypes of protesters. 

Words
Q6: What kind of words were most commonly used in media reporting?
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NOTE: Three ‘dictionaries’ of words were created to measure the frequency of selected words in each of the concepts of ‘negative stereotype’, ‘climate’ 
and ‘youth’. Appendix 2 lists some of the words used in each dictionary. 



POSITIVE NEGATIVE

C
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ER

A
G

E › Coverage was obtained across all platforms and channels.

› Substantial XR coverage was obtained by public media outlets (e.g. ABC), 
which were more likely to be neutral in sentiment and syndicated widely 
across Australia including to regional areas.

› XR coverage was generated across a vast number of media outlets, and 
across Australia with substantial average media reach recorded across all 
States. 

› Right leaning media were more likely to cover XR protests, and with a more negative 
sentiment and use of stereotypes. Activists who particularly reflect stereotypes, or 
are well known, are covered more in right leaning bias, and with a more negative 
sentiment.

› Voices of XR activists are often removed/ absent from coverage. The media appear 
more willing to give neutral coverage to young strikers than XR activists.

› While some non-arrestable actions were covered (the Melbourne nude parade, the 
bee street theatre), arrests dominated coverage which appeared to suppress 
opportunities to convey why civil disobedience was chosen as a method.

Substantial, widespread coverage was achieved

Perpetuation of stereotypes and tropes 

› Issue of climate is communicated and connected in all three groups, 
tied with protest and arrests (for XR), young people (SS4C) and the 
Adani project (SA).

› XR coverage was linked with the issue of climate change, and gained 
substantial media saturation with the Scott Ludlum arrest, and the 
Brisbane bridge protest.

› SS4C had coverage that was less angry, of more neutral sentiment, and 
more frequently relaying the voice of strikers. SA coverage was more 
project focused, XR coverage most prevalent across all media.

› The more inconvenient the protest, the greater media coverage it obtains 
(particularly combined with arrests). However, positive sentiment linking 
climate and protests still appeared through the Leximancer analysis.

› Coverage of XR activities was fewer in neutral bias/left leaning media, with 
‘anger’ coverage dominated by Victoria and New South Wales.

› The greatest source of coverage with negative sentiment was News.com, and 
these also appear to have been widely syndicated across their right leaning 
and partisan right networks. 

Issue and messenger are being communicated

Coverage often dictated by other considerations

C
O
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N
T

Reflections and summary of findings
Q7: What does it all mean?
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Given the rapid appearance of 
Extinction Rebellion in Australia in 
2019 the level of awareness and 
support the movement has 
generated in this short time is a 
considerable achievement. 

XR generated over 25,000 media 
hits during a 10 day period around 
Rebellion week. This comparative 
media analysis demonstrates that 
while headlines are dominated by 
arrests, more nuanced messaging 
around the climate crisis and the 
need for urgent action is also 
being conveyed through this 
media attention.  

Post-Rebellion week polling 
highlights that 52% of 
respondents strongly or somewhat 
support the movement. Given this 
large number of supporters, media 
strategy could build on the wave 
of existing high levels of coverage 
to increase the diversity of voices 
within the XR movement. This 
could be done through novel and 
media-savvy activities which 
incorporate an element of civil 
disobedience while attracting 
different sectors of society both in 
and outside of the cities.



Appendix 1: Leximancer word analysis

As highlighted in the report above, it is difficult to ascertain the 
overall sentiment of media articles. This is particularly so when 
covering both issues (e.g. climate change) and activities (e.g. 
activism). Three methods were used in this report to triangulate 
sentiment:

◦ Sentiment as measured by the data provider (limitation: this 
is only a single measure for each individual media item, with 
the algorithm/method unavailable to the author for deeper 
analysis)

◦ Sentiment as measured by the use of words associated with 
positive and negative emotion (limitation: this counts all 
words in the articles, which includes additional words such 
as hyperlinks and menu items scraped from webpages)

◦ Leximancer favourable/unfavourable word analysis 
(limitation: the algorithm is proprietary)

The benefit of Leximancer analysis is that it connects words with 
sentiment. This is a better measure of sentiment as analysis of the 
words connected to the favourable & unfavourable measures can 
be identified. 

We can see in this analysis that negative sentiment is primarily connected to words 
about protestors and arrests, whereas positive sentiment is connected with taking 
action, people and the movement. However, unfavourable sentiment is far more 
frequent (as shown by the Rel Freq column) and far stronger (as shown by the 
Strength column) than favourable sentiment.



Appendix 1: Leximancer word analysis continued

Connections between concepts also generate favourable and unfavourable sentiment, as per the tables above for the XR print media analysis.



Appendix 2: LIWC word analysis

Example Climate 
words

Example  Negative
Stereotype words

Example 
Youth words

Climate Greenie Young

Emission Feral Child

Coal Cult School

Gas Anti Minor

Carbon Extremist Kid

Atmosphere Hippie Secondary

Drought Hugger Primary

Three additional ‘dictionaries’ were created to measure the 
proportion of words associated with the concepts ‘Climate’, 
‘Negative Stereotype’ and ‘Youth’ words. The table above gives 
examples of the words included in each dictionary.

Example LIWC Category Example words for each category

We We, us, our

Affiliation Ally, friend, social

They They, their, they’d

Anger Hate, kill, outrage 

Negative Emotion Hurt, ugly, nasty

Positive Emotion Love, nice, sweet

Analytic See note *

Achievement Win, success, better

Power Superior, strong

Reward Take, prize, benefit

LIWC software comes preloaded with 82 categories, each of which have a 
‘dictionary’ of words associated with them. The table above gives example 
words from some categories. 

*Four categories (including Analytic above) are calculated through a factor-
derived algorithm which incorporates other dictionaries. 

Example words from pre-loaded LIWC word categories Example words from dictionaries created for this analysis



Appendix 3: Data sources and process

Group Source Time period Total media hits Scraped Limitations

Extinction Rebellion Media hits spreadsheet 5th-10th October
2019

26,064 4,452 unique 
print/broadcast text

Broadcast text is not 
‘clean’ (i.e. transcripts 
are occasionally 
garbled, and often 
include other topics

School Strike for 
Climate

Media hits spreadsheet 18th-28th September 
2019

14,334 (only 3,550 for 
print and broadcast –
social was removed)

934 unique 
print/broadcast text

Stop Adani Daily emails, merged 
into monthly
collections

Sept 2017-Sept 2019 24 monthly collections 24 text files with all 
email media text for 
each month

Emails include text 
from senders. Also 
many missing full text 
articles

Process:

1. Media hits spreadsheets on XR and SS4C 
(acquired through a parallel project on bushfire 
media analysis in 2020) were cleaned, with non-
Australian and non-relevant hits were removed. 

2. Unique media was identified
3. R text scraping grabbed all text on the unique 

media hits
4. Full text was then run through various software, 

namely Leximancer, LIWC and Tableau.

Most important limitations of this data and analysis:

1. Scraping captures all text. Over a large dataset additional ‘noise’ of non-related text will be 
negligible, however for the broadcast datasets it can affect results. 

2. Stop Adani emails were unable to be separated by headline, nor cleaned. 
3. Sentiment is challenging to measure via automated text analysis software, particularly given the 

negative context of the message of climate change. Overall sentiment (negative, neutral, positive) 
measures were obtained from the data source. In addition, measures related to the proportion of 
negative emotion, positive emotion and angry words (via LIWC text analysis software) were also 
used to provide additional information. In this report comparisons of sentiment across the three 
datasets were used to increase usability of sentiment measures. 


